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Book Reviews
MORE BURS UNDER THE SADDLE: BOOKS AND HISTORIES OF THE WEST. By Ramon
F. Adams. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979. Pp. xv, 182. Foreword, index. $14.95. .
PUBLISH OR PERISH meant nothing to Ramon Adams. As a Dallas candymaker, he
followed his intense interest in western history as an avocation. Since 1936 he
contributed many notable volumes that enriched our bibliographical and
linguistic knowledge of western history, particularly of the cattle trade and
outlaws. Among these books were Western Words, Six Guns and Saddle Leather,
The Rampaging Herd, and Burs Under the Saddle. Now from across the Great
Divide, Adams has made this last contribution. Though he perished in 1976, he
did not cease to publish.
More Burs Under the Saddle, like its patronymic, examines factual errors in
233 books. Adams's basic supposition in all his annotated bibliographies was
that mythic elements should be excised from western history. Oral legends and
pulp writers intentionally overdrew the West for special effects. For too many
years their contributions have been incorporated in books intended as nonfiction. Because the American West has been blessed with avid interest from
amateurs and scholars, western history books have too often conflated legend
and fact, aiming for the widest possible appeal. In some cases this mixture has
resulted from authors' inability or unwillingness to do the research necessary to
establish facts. Adams took as his goal the exposure of error in western histories.
One problem was that his quest was undiscriminating. He annotated titles unworthy of attention. The mere facts of their publication-titles and publishersshould alert a reader to probable unreliability. In effect, Adams indulged his
bibliographical habit to the point of being so concerned with factual errors that
he did not differentiate between books worthy of inclusion and did not indicate
the significance and contribution of the important books he assessed.
As laudable as was Adams's goal of exposing error, the professional historian
has some uneasiness about the ·manner of its accomplishment. Apparently,
Adams established the yardstick of accuracy through his own reading of secondary sources. If he chose those sources well, he still fell short of the scholar's
ultimate test of factual accuracy: examination of pertinent primary sources.
Adams does not indicate that he ever got into these. His extensive reading was
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certainly sufficient to give him a notion of the genuine and hokum in western
history. Appropriately, he never claims any standard of judgment other than his
reading. So one approaches Adams's annotations with the knowledge that his
intentions were laudable and his reading wide, but that his judgments were not
informed by an understanding of the original sources upon which the books
rested.
An examination of three of Adams's annotations shows the mixed results of his
evaluation of the literature. His treatment of Robert Dykstra's The Cattle Towns
(Adams renders the title in the singular in text and index-the kind of error he
loved to identify) is confined to exposing the author's use of the tale that John
Wesley Hardin shot through a hotel wall to silence a snorer in the next room.
While Dykstra might be questioned about such exaggeration, no evaluation of his
book should confine itself to that instance. Dykstra pioneered in delineating the
process of town building in the Kansas cow towns. His subtle analysis of the conflicting forces working in these communities showed extensive research in
original sources, and his book has exerted wide influence. These important
dimensions of the Dykstra volume Adams missed entirely.
In his assessment of Odie Faulk's Tombstone, Adams was on surer ground, for
Faulk's account rested on'secondary sources, which Adams knew well. Adams
listed a number of myths repeated by Faulk
Leon Metz's Pat Garrett achieved the accolade of being the best book on Garrett, and maybe it is. That, however, ignores the fact that the author did not
evaluate his evidence rigorously. He documented his work well, showing that he
had examined a great quantity of material. But his uncritical acceptance of information from newspapers and oral testimony-much of it sixty years after the
event-leaves questions about the book's value. Adams, because of his secondhanded approach to western history, appreciated none of these problems.
No single scholar could ever command a knowledge of the primary sources
related to a volume like More Burs Under the Saddle. Nor would it be worthwhile
for a team of scholars to undertake a similar effort. Rather than for serious
students to try to refute the legends of the West, as Adams has done, it would be
far better for them to ask pertinent and imaginative historical questions and
write the answers based on thorough research in primary sources. Until some
future generation of scholars has answered all these pertinent questions, we have
Adams's work as a benchmark toward historical truth. His evaluations were
those of an amateur, but a dedicated, widely-read, and generally perceptive
amateur.

University of Maryland

WALTER RUNDELL, JR.

HERBERT EUGENE BOLTON: THE HISTORIAN AND THE MAN, 1870-1953. By John
Francis Bannon, Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1978. Pp. xix, 296,
Illus., notes, appendices, index. $8,95 paper; $15.00 cloth,
BOLTON, widely acknowledged father and grandfather of Borderlands study, is
sympathetically treated by Jesuit Father Bannon, one of Bolton's top men. In
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1870 Bolton was born into a relatively intellectual Wisconsin farm family, a consequence of which was state normal training, followed by school teaching and
university studies. Under some great figures, including Frederick Jackson Turner
at Wisconsin and John B. McMaster at Pennsylvania, Bolton emerged from the
academic cocoon at age 29 with a doctoral dissertation on "The Free Negro in
the South before the Civil War," followed soon by appointment as instructor in
Medieval and European History at University of Texas at $1500 annually.
It was at Texas that Bolton "discovered" the northern frontier of New Spain
and began his archival treasure hunts south of the border. It was also to Austin
that he almost returned as president when in 1924 the university regents fruitlessly sang the siren song.
In 1909 he had moved to Stanford and in 1911 to University of California. It
was on the Berkeley campus that Bolton trained his legion of M.A. and Ph.D.
disciples around the Great Round Table, taught his classes to large audiences,
chaired the department, directed the Bancroft Library, wrote prodigiously, and
was recognized with eight honorary degrees and the American Historical
Association presidency. It was also at Berkeley that he introduced his History of
the Americas, not as a thesis as is commonly thought, but as a way of viewing his
history in a larger geographical setting, thereby giving added significance to the
regional study to which he dedicated his research.
Bannon has worked long on the Bolton story, including interviews with, and
depositions by, successful former students, seeking the magic formula of leadership. Thus Bannon's picture is a composite of Bolton and doubtless bears a
faithful reflection. However, as one of the last of hundreds who between 1911
and 1944 sat with him at the round seminar table, through the blue haze of
cigarette smoke I saw Bolton as mellow and interested in others, as more concerned with "his boys" than with himself, savoring his past rather than planning
for the future, and giving more fully of his time and advise than could have been
humanly possible for the early Bolton.
In summary, one can easily concur with the foreword evaluation by another
outstanding Bolton man, Lawrence Kinnaird, that Bolton admired both Turner
and Francis Parkman and "sought to emulate them by making a lasting contribution to American history. In many respects he surpassed them both."
University of New Merica

DONALD C. CUTIER

PRE-HISPANIC MAYA AGRICULTURE. Ed. by Peter D. Harrison and B. L. Turner II.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1978. Pp. 424. lIIus., bibliog.,
index. $20.00.
MAYA CIVILIZATION in the tropical rainforest of Central America and Mexico has
long intrigued scholars and laymen alike both for its grandeur of monumental
architecture and sculpture as well as for explanations of rise and eventual collapse in this seemingly difficult environment. A recent paradigmic shift in
American archaeology to an ecosystems model has yielded relative "breakthroughs" in examining growth and demise processes for the lowland Maya
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culture. Basic to such an approach is a full understanding of the Maya subsistence base, so that such processes can be more precisely assessed as to carrying
capacity, over population, environmental stress, and agricultural intensification.
Pre-Hispanic Maya Agriculture can be seen as a progress report that attempts to
fill gaps in our understanding of relationships between the Maya and their
environment.
Rather than viewing the lowlands as a single homogeneous ecozone with a
single swidden or slash-and-burn cultivation system (the tradition view), PreHispanic Maya Agriculture reflects a systems approach by suggesting a
multitude of cultivation techniques. Thus, the lowlands are viewed as an environmental mosaic with considerable variability in soil types, moisture, flora,
and fauna, which were woven by the Maya into, markedly contrastive microniches.
A unifying theme of most of the seventeen assembled papers comprising this
volume is arguing, often admittedly from circumstantial evidence, for the past
existence of specific and highly varied cultivation techniques and food sources
(e.g. "infield systems" like kitchen gardening, root cropping, arboricultureparticularly the ramon nut, in combination with maize swidden as an "outfield"
system). These preliminary investigations have attempted to overcome some inherent difficulties in this line of research, notably that prehispanic foods and
land use patterns have not been preserved well (or at all) in the archaeological
record.
Evidence for intensive agricultural practice and as raised fields, terracing, and
canals comes from areas that were known from ethnohistory to have been
heavily occupied during the Late Classic and Postclassic periods as the
floodplains of the Rio Candelaria in Tabasco and adjoining Campeche as well as
in Northern Belize (papers by Dennis E. Puleston, B. L. Turner, Ray T. Matheny,
and Alfred H. Siemens). This would support the theoretical view in a paper on
population growth projections by Don S. Rice, and summary papers by Gordon
R. Willey, B. L Turner, and Peter D. Harrison, of steady population growth
leading to agricultural intensification relatively late in the lowland Maya sequence. Hammond also argues for the priority of agricultural intensification
practices back to the Preclassie period, and thus provides a hydraulicagricultural base for the Classic period of Maya florescence. But Puleston
seriously questions such Preclassic and Classic period intensive agricultural
practice. Aside from differences of interpretation, there are fine papers by
technical specialists on artificial forests (Frederick M. Wiseman), hydrography
(Siemens) and palynology (Alan P. Covich) of the lowland Maya region, which
undoubtedly point to new directions of research in overcoming the apparent
lacunae of physical remains of prehispanic cultivation systems.
Exemplifying the strengths of long range comparison, in a singularly provucative paper in Pre-Hispanic Maya Agriculture, Bennet Bronson examines
relationships between habitat, agricultural systems, and urbanism by comparing
three Asian groups (i.e. Khmer of Angkor in Javanese of Prambanan, and the
Sinhalese at Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka) with fairly comparable environments
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and time sequences to the lowland Maya. Benson impressively generalizes that
neither favorable soils, nor proximity t~ resources for inter-regional exchange or
to transportation (trade) routes themselves, are critical variables in assessing
urbanism in the tropics.

Baylor University
University of Kentucky

JOHN W. Fox
PHILLIP DRUCKER

A CULTURAL RESOURCES OVERVIEW OF THE MIDDLE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, NEW
MEXICO. By Linda S. Cordell. Santa Fe and Albuquerque: USDA Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management, 1979. Pp. 198. IlIus., notes, bibliog.
$7.00.
THIS OVERVIEW, referred to in the preface as a landmark publication for both
managers and archeologists, is not the first of its kind in the Southwest, but it is a
welcome and much needed reference. Information on sites and associated
material, ranging from about 9,500 B.C. into historic times, is summarized, including an assessment by the author at the end of each chapter. Maps, figures,
and tables throughout provide supportive or explanatory data.
Cordell notes that certain problem areas in the Paleo Indian Period (such as interpretations relating to demography, subsistence strategies, and social organization as well as chronological placement and environmental reconstruction) also
are common to the Archaic Period sites which, in addition, lack criteria by
which to distinguish them from later but similar hunting and gathering Pueblo
or Athabascan camp sites lacking ceramics.
She suggests that artifacts not be collected at archaic sites until further
research establishes functional or cultural-historical meaning to artifact classes.
Unfortunately, her non-collection strategy would lead to additional losses
through erosion and vandalism. Systematic collection, on the other hand, will
establish the association of artifacts and features for future study.
While Cordell treats Anasazi (Pueblo) prehistory through currently recognized
districts, she suggests that more emphasis be placed on environmental factors
within each district. However, until the basic data within each district is
established, one cannot make comparisons to identify the dynamics of adaptation involved. She also fails to consider alternative factors in several of her
discussions. She notes that corn depending on available moisture requires 120
days to mature but does not mention that many Indians made considerable use of
green corn as an adaptive strategy. Cordell also states that attempts to correlate
material traits with linguistic groups through time are unwarranted because of
an ethographic example she cites, but which has not been tested archeologically.
She makes no reference to similar correlations that have been demonstrated. Her
discussion of storage practices, suggesting a change in social organization, leaves
much to be desired.
. Some of the historic period data and interpretations reviewed and accepted by
Cordell, who admits to her weakness in the coverage of this period, are still open
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to question, and alternative published presentations are not mentioned. Her
placement of "pueblitos" as a development resulting from the Pueblo Revolt,
rather than with Ute pressures on the Navajos in the 1700s, has not been
demonstrated.
Cordell's chapter on management considerations deals more with matters
relating to the field of archeological research and predictive data needs rather
than with management of the resources. Her twenty-four recommendations,
however, are more to the point and will assist management in making future
decisions, setting policies, and establishing goals.
The overview, as it pertains to the archeological data, stands as an excellent
summary. However, this reviewer seriously questions the merit of several of the
suggested approaches if the alternatives or other data and interpretations are not
considered.
Santa Fe, New Mexico

ALBERT H. SCHROEDER

MISSIONS AND PUEBLOS OF THE OLD SOUTHWEST. By Earle R. Forrest. Glorieta,
N.M.: The Rio Grande Press, Inc., 1979. Pp. xi, 386. Illus., appendices,
bibliog., index. $15.00.
THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST has always stimulated the curiosity of its tourists.
Some of these visitors have gone beyond the sightseeing phase to become students
who occasionally publish the product of their experiences and research. Such
works become excellent chronicles, for they record impressions, places, and
events of a particular period. Thus in the tradition of Charles Lummis who began
recording the results of his journeys in the 1880s, Earle R. Forrest published his
impressions of the early 20th century Southwest. First published in 1929, this
work went through a second printing before the current edition.
Written as a guide and organized in convenient geographical sections, the
book conveys the author's enthusiasm in a remarkably accurate portrayal of the
Southwest. To be sure, there are some factual historical errors, but they are a
minor (although obvious) detraction relative to the accuracy of the overall picture. In some cases the portrayed information offers clues to solving currently
unanswered puzzles. Such instances hint that the author may have had access to
records now lost. One example of this is identifying the ownership of property
adjacent to Santa Fe's plaza in the 1850s. Although not a conclusive fact in itself,
current circumstantial evidence hints of the author's veracity.
Aside from the author's historical prowess, the narrative and pictures become
valuable contemporary records, for much has since changed. There are many
detailed accounts of presently non-existent ruins or traditions; Hopi ceremonials
are described in great detail, while, in the process, the author points to the differences that evolved between older traditional and recent tourist-oriented
dances. On such occasions the reader is treated to an eyewitness account of the
results of the tourist industry's impact.
The title is a misnomer because Hispanic history and sites in California and the
earlier established Texan missions are omitted. Subject matter is limited to
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Arizona and New Mexico with some discussion of northern Sonora. This
geographical limitation creates a cohesive subject, for the author writes of those
sites and events with which he is most familiar. An advantage to this is the enthusiasm exhibited throughout. Be forewarned, however, that the format and
text are not a cohesive story but a guide for the visitor.
This edition includes a foreword that traverses usual pre-text pablum to put the
narrative within context. As a "guide" the book will not encumber readers with
footnotes although the bibliography demonstrates the author's solid background
of secondary sources. Four appendices include Pueblo Indian feast dates and
English translations of Pueblo names while the index is more than a token listing.
All told, the Rio Grande Press should continue to receive well deserved accolades
for making certain that such out-of-print tomes are redone in good taste.
Museum of New Mexico

THOMAS E. CHAVEZ

THE FRONTIER IN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY. By Alistair Hennessy. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1978. Histories of the American Frontier
Series. Pp. 200. Illus., notes, bibliog., gloss., index. $ 12.50 hard, $6.50 paper.
HERE IS ABOOK which takes Frederick Jackson Turner's "frontier thesis" and applies it to Latin American history. The author's intent is fourfold: to employ the
frontier concept as an organizational device useful for teaching; to stimulate interest in comparative themes; to explore the relationship between history and
myth; and to facilitate understanding between North and South by placing them
in historical perspective. Alistair Hennessy, professor of comparative American
studies at the University of Warwick, carries through on his intentions with considerable success.
The major comparative note is struck in the initial application of Turnerian
concepts to Latin America. Unlike the United States, writes Professor Hennessy,
in Latin America "there is no West; there is no Frontier; there are only frofltiers"
(p. 6). Much of the remainder of this brief monograph develops this theme. In
serial fashion we learn of Caribbean, mission, Indian, maroon, mining, cattle,
agriculture, rubber, Anglo-Hispanic, and political frontiers. Frontier society and
culture, contrasting frontiers, and comparative perspectives are handled in the
three concluding chapters (pp. 110-59). The basically topical approach is
employed to good purpose insofar as it conclusively demonstrates the basic
premise, namely that there are and have been multiple frontiers in Latin
America.
But how does this approach meet the author's fourfold objective? First, an
organizational framework for studying Latin America's past is definitely provided. It is a structure, however, which necessarily slights political and institutional for economic and social history. Whether this introduction to the subject
provides the newcomer with a clearer view than traditional approaches is
debatable. In pursuit of his second and third objectives Professor Hennessy
touches upon numerous points concerning the role of myth and comparative
history, with many examples being drawn from United States and Canadian
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history. In the process, our understanding of North-South relations, the author's
final objective, is increased. This is particularly true of those portions describing
U.S.-Mexican relations and the Southwest.
Placing Turner and Hennessy in a comparative perspective of their own, it can
be said in conclusion that whereas Turner developed a thesis, Hennessy
developed numerous points out of which a future thesis might emerge.

University ofArizona

ROBERT H. MATION, JR.

TAOS TO TOME: TRUE TALES OF HISPANIC NEW MEXICO. By Marc Simmons. Albuquerque: Adobe Press, 1978. Pp. 84. Illus. $4.95.
IN THIS VOLUME are collected twenty-one" cuentos" giving a detailed story of the
daily life of the New Mexico Hispanos who left their homeland and settled in
New Mexico. These stories tell of the immigrants' daily chores, problems, and
struggles in an arid and mountainous land, separated by hundreds of miles from
the populated centers of New Spain. Here existence depended upon subsistence
farming, cooperation with the pueblos, personal responsibility, and cultural
traditions learned from their forebearers. It is these songs and tales that this book
brings to light.
Southwestern factual history has long been well documented. What we have
omitted is the story of the daily life of the Hispanos. This little volume beautifully
fills this gap, relating the trials and tribulations, achievements, and failures of
these early settlers, to whom many of our early roots are traced.
The topics covered include Spanish bridge building, the capture of an elk by
Governor Juan Bautista de Anza for the Royal Zoo, traveling puppet shows of the
Southwest, and Manzano's mystery stranger. Oral and visual presentations are a
form of entertainment that date back to medieval Spain and that were brought to
New Mexico by the colonists. They were essential for moral and religious training in a society that was generally without knowledge of reading. Not only did
the early New Mexicans preserve and perpetuate their oral traditions, but they
occasionally were quite creative, as in the folk play here "Los Comanches." It is
a drama advent of the friars into New Mexico.
In these pages Marc Simmons adds a chapter to New Mexico history long unfamiliar to modern times. I have read and re-read each of his "cuentos," each of
which touches a theme that can be duplicated in the memory of old timers, each
with a different set of characters, time, and location, but with the same identical
"cuento."

Albuquerque, New Mexico

GILBERTO ESPINOSA

THE FUR TRADE OF THE AMERICAN WEST, 1807-1840. By David J. Wishart. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979. Pp. 217. Bibliog., index. $15.00.
THIS BRIEF BOOK, written by a geographer, is the most important contribution to
western fur trade history since Paul C. Phillips's two definitive volumes published in 1961. Unlike the work of Phillips, Dale L. Morgan, and other students
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of the fur trade, this is not a narrative but a special kind of analytical history.
The author adopts "an interdisciplinary approach" that "focuses on the interrelationships between the biological, physical, and cultural environment of the
fur trade." He further adopts D. W. Meinig's concepts of "strategy" and
"ecology" or "man's organization of the area and man's relationships with the
other parts of the ecosystem." In short, rather than the traditional narrative of
heroism and exploits, the author treats this potentially trite subject in a new
way-that of systems analysis. This enables him to see more clearly than anyone
previously just how the whole system worked in terms of basic principles encompassing cycles of nature, the habits of animals, the differing inputs of native
Americans, and the ways and means of "Euro-American" entrepreneurs.
Moreover, each of these components is seen integrated in a whole system, national and international in scope, that changes through time.
An initial chapter scans the western geographical setting, the role of early exploration, the spatial domains and pressures on the native Americans, and the
very important dual ecologies of the beaver in the mountains and the bison on the
plains. The book then focuses on two main sectors of operation-the Upper
Missouri River bison trade and the Rocky Mountain beaver trade. Each had
separate strategies which the author demonstrates were developed by 1826. In
the Rocky Mountains "Euro-Americans" trapped beaver in a high risk and hardship situation that demanded a close symbiotic relationship with both nature and
the native American. These beaver pelts were then traded disadvantageously to
St. Louis supply outfits who met the trappers at an annual rendezvous
somewhere on the Green River. On the other hand, the bison skins were brought
into the posts on the Upper Missouri by the native Americans who collected and
processed them. In the latter there was clearly a potential for mass production
limited largely by how many skins a squaw could process during a season rather
than by the supply of bison. It is not surprising, then, that Astor's large combine,
the American Fur Company, concentrated primarily on the Missouri River
trade in robe and skins.
Four chapters in all tell this story: one each on the mountain and river
strategies and one each on "annual cycle or operations" in each geographical environment. Ample statistics are supplied as to prices given to red men and mountain men, prices in St. Louis, New York, Liverpool, and Leipzic, and the quantities and kinds of furs delivered. But more importantly the whole system is
traced out from the Green River rendezvous or the Fort Union post to the trading
houses of St. Louis and the auctions in New York and Europe. Such factors as
capital formation, shifting commercial institutions, the role of advanced market
information, and the nature, kinds, costs, and speed of transportation are all
worked into the story, as is the relationship of the whole fur trade to national and
international business cycles. This is an impressive achievement for a book so
brief. It is done at the sacrifice of romantic history.
The author concludes that the fur traders and trappers, being entrepreneurs,
primarily, did not allow Romanticism "to interfere with making the wilderness
productive." They were intent on exploitation. They served also as the vanguard
of Euro-American emigration to the West and played key roles in its subsequent
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colonization. But more profoundly, the author points out that native Americans
were people tied to a single ecosystem. In order to survive they had to be inherently "conservationist." Euro-Americans on the other hand were not dependent on a single ecosystem, but were "biosphere" people, consequently they
"possessed a license for unconstrained exploitation that was untenable for a
people who were totally dependent" on one ecosystem.
Having learned this, however, the reader may be left in some bewilderment as
to just why this was the case. Brilliant as the methodology is, systems analysis
cannot yet answer this kind of question. It can only describe how the system
works which is what this book does as it opens out onto new methodological
vistas and paradigms in western history.

University of Texas-Austin

WILLIAM H. GOETZMANN

THE APACHES: EAGLES OF THE SOUTHWEST. By Donald E. Worcester. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1979. Pp. xviii, 389. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $15.95.
THE APACHES WERE A POLITICALLY FRAGMENTED, ethnographically cohesive
people whose presence in their mountainous, difficult homeland in Mexico and
the Southwest was of concern to several generations of white interlopers. No true
synthesis of their historical experience has appeared. Frank C. Lockwood attempted one in 1938. Still useful, it concerned principally, however, the
Chiricahuas and Mimbres with only passing mention of others whose white involvements were less spectacular. A profusion of specialized studies dealing with
the individual bands and leaders has since appeared. While much has been
clarified, the overall picture remains unfocused and in part unclear. Thus a study
which would bring understanding and proportion to the record would be
welcome. Donald E. Worcester attempts such a synthesis in The Apaches: Eagles
of the Southwest. Unhappily, he does not succeed.
Like Lockwood, he devotes only passing attention to most of the Apache
peoples, virtually ignoring the more numerous-and less troublesome-bands
once "the Indian" had been battered out of them. Conquest was the thing.
Worcester is a good writer, however, and an honest one with a fine ear for the
apropos quote and facility with the one-liner, and part of his first chapter and the
whole of· the last are very well done, the best parts of the book. Even here,
though, one might question some statements. He says that in 1970 the San Carlos
labor force was 2,200 of which only 640 or about 30 percent held jobs (p. 350).
Yet a federal resume said that the labor force was only 1,073 with but 19 percent
unemployed-a figure too high but respectable for southwestern reservations
where 59 percent were unemployed on the Fort Apache reserve, 46 percent on
the Jicarillo Reservation and 44 percent among the Mescaleros.
Apache-white hostilities were a passing phase with most of the Apache bands,
enduring stubbornly only among the Chiricahuas and Warm Springs, and it is
here that Worcester largely concerns himself. A respected historian, he curiously
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exhibits little affection for chronology and less for cause and effect without
which the multitude of incidents have little meaning. He places his emphasis
upon secondary works which for a synthesis is all right (although some of his
sources will stun the serious student), but he evidences scant critical judgement.
His system lamentably leads him into countless errors of fact, each trivial in itself
but together prompting an impression of slipshod work and superficiality. For
example his retelling of the Davis crossing of the Sierra Madre and rescue of
Elliott from the EI Valle Mexicans (pp. 292-94) is pretty well garbled; the important fight with Victorio in Hembrillo Canyon is placed in the non-existent Membrillo Canyon because Cruse in his recollections spelled it almost that way (he
called it Memtrillo); this error has been straightened out by several writers. Dan
O'Leary was not married to a Walapais woman or anyone else (p. 157); Austin
Henely's name is persistently misspelled; Howard promised to move the Mimbres
to Warm Springs only if all the Chiricahuas agreed to settle there, and Victorio's
misconception (pp. 209, 213) was significant to the Mimbres tragedy; the important Tupper-Rafferty fight with Loco was not near Cloverdale, New Mexico
(p. 253), as army reports have it for obvious reasons, but at the Enmedio Mountains of Sonora. And so it goes. The writer also has an aversion for first names
and fails to describe or bring to life the people of his narrative. They are just
names-or partial names.
More seriously, as it seems to this reviewer, is the confused geography of the
story. Unless one already has a detailed knowledge of the location of streams and
mountains, forts, and reservations one is quickly and irretrievably lost.
Worcester is merciless to his readers in this respect, while his maps are too
generalized to be of much help.
There are no glaring errors in the book. But by its relentless pouring on of
unexplained incident after incident, affray after another with no programming,
little perspective, no explanation, and very little evaluation, it tends to muddy
waters already partially stilled. In this, the book is the antithesis of synthesis.
Lamentably it does not even deal with the most important problem it might
have cast some parochial light upon: the enigma of the persistent enmity between
whites and reds characterizing the frontier of this particular country. Why did
the French with their ultra-conservative, almost reclusive culture generally come
to terms with native peoples, while we did not? Why did the Spanish, for all their
cultured arrogance and religious self-righteousness, still in oasis after oasis
discernible to this day throughout Latin America arrive at a comfortable relationship with native peoples, while this seems beyond our grasp? Why did even
the English with far more rigidity of spirit than either of the others, occasionally
manage this achievement? Only the Americans, so-called, vigorously swept away
almost any manner of active culture and the people with it, until what shreds remained were largely confined to out-of-sight reservations. A proper synthesis of
any aspect of this experience while perhaps not explaining it fully, should at least
cast a glow in its direction. This was an opportunity that this work missed.

Tucson, Arizona

DAN

L.

THRAPP
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THE DUST BOWL: MEN, DIRT AND DEPRESSION. By Paul Bonnifield. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1979. Pp. xxii, 232. IIIus., notes, bibliog., index. $12.50.
ADVERTISED AS the "first full-length treatment of the subject," this is a valuable
book. When the definitive account of the Dust Bowl has appeared, this volume
will still stand as an interesting interpretation of a colorful chapter in the history
of the Great Plains. Professor Bonnifield has organized his account systematically in nine chapters that discuss: the history of the climate in the southern high
plains; the "good years" of settlement, railroad development, agricultural expansion, and general prosperity; the weather of the 1930s, duster by duster; the impact of the depression; the background of the federal policies that emerged; the
relief programs in action; the federal land use and conservation programs; and a
final short summatory chapter, "Living Through It All."
Bonnifield has made intensive use of the newspapers of the "heartland" of the
Dust Bowl (defined to include thirty-two counties in southwestern Kansas, the
Oklahoma Panhandle, the Texas Panhandle, northeastern New Mexico, and
southeastern Colorado) and interviewed many residents of the region; his narrative is sprinkled with vignettes of survivors and illustrative incidents. In
general, the description of the economic development of the region, the efforts of
individual governments to cope with its climatic vagaries, and the general adjustments that were made to drought, wind erosion, and depression are described
in competent and comprehensive fashion.
None will accuse the author of nonpartisanship. Directly or by implication, he
criticizes the scientists who initially failed to realize the importance of wind erosion, or to invent appropriate machinery to help control it, and the writers who
have pictured this region during the 1930's as a scene of unrelieved dust, depression, and exodus. He censures historians who have failed to realize that the big
plow-up was essentially "caused" by mechanization, rather than a wartime
response to high wheat prices. He condemns relief policies that were inadequate
and used to entice residents into compliance with ill-advised regional rehabilitation programs and denounces government planners who drew upon the tainted
precedents of Indian removal and inappropriate conceptions of submarginal
land in developing land use programs for the area. Although he admits that their
agricultural practices were inappropriate at times, Bonnifield's heroes are
America's Next Year People, who invented needed useful tillage machinery,
recognized the inappropriateness of federal programs, and were courageous
enough to oppose them.
Some of Bonnifield's shots strike home, and some of his revisionary generalizations are convincing. Cream checks, egg money, and oil and gas leases and
royalties apparently did enable many to tough it through, and the impetus that
expansion of the oil and gas industry gave to the regional economy has been ignored in the past. Mechanization did contribute to the expansion of grain production in the 1920s, although it can be hardly accepted as the primary cause.
But occasionally suspicion runs amok in this narrative. "All too often," Bonnifield writes, for example, "relief programs were used as bait to further a
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semisecret (and profitable) scheme rather than to meet the challenge of the
depression" (p. 137). Although admitting that some of the soil conservation programs were constructive, he suggests that federal administrators acquired the national grasslands under false pretenses. In these and other instances his interpretation of the evidence appears strained. And some types of evidence are conspicuously absent in this book. The best indicators of relative agricultural
distress, county foreclosure series, are not presented, nor farmer persistence ,data
of the sort that James C. Malin and Richard Bremer produced. Surely, too, Bonnifield could have made greater use of the manuscript federal agency records
than he apparently did.
Despite such qualifications this is a very useful book of which the author can
well be proud; it is to be regretted that he has apparently left the history teaching
profession.

University of Wisconsin-Madison

ALLAN G. BOGUE

PHOTOGRAPHY IN NEW MEXICO: FROM THE DAGUERREOTYPE TO THE PRESENT. By
Van Deren Coke. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press', 1979. Pp. xi,
156. IIlus., notes, bibliog., index.
THE BEAUTY OF NEW MEXICO'S rugged landscape and its people have attracted the
attention of a number of truly great photographers, including Ansel Adams,
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Laura Gilpin, William Henry Jackson, Paul Strand, and
Edward Weston.
In this work, Van Deren Coke, professor of art at the University of New Mexico
and director of the University of New Mexico Art Museum, presents an overview,
spanning more than one hundred thirty years, of the history of photography in
New Mexico. No evidence exists, according to the author, to suggest that Mexican photographers were active in New Mexico before the United States annexed
the area in 1846. Consequently, Coke begins his treatment with the earliest
known image, a portrait of Padre Antonio Jose Martinez made by an unidentified daguerreotypist about 1847, and continues through 1978. The book is
illustrated with 103 duotone plates representing seventy photographers. An additional twenty-one photographs are scattered throughout forty-six pages of narrative which relates photographic work done in New Mexico to the history of
photography in general.
Of particular interest to historians and anthropologists are the efforts of those
adventuresome field photographers who accompanied the. government and
railroad survey parties. Their purpose was to produce sharp, straightforward
pictures illustrating official reports and documenting the physical character of
the land and the native peoples' way of life. Alexander Gardner, Timothy H.
O'Sullivan, J. K. Hillers, William Henry Jackson, and George Ben Wittick were
among those who produced photographs filled with information and detail. And,
though these images were intended to be informative, many are also artistically
pleasing.
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In his chapter on survey photography, Coke tells a sad story. Master
photographer Jackson, who produced outstanding landscape photographs of uncommon quality for F. V. Hayden's surveys, in 1877 undertook to photograph
some of New Mexico's pueblos. Jackson relied upon some of the newly introduced dry negative materials rather than wet plates. When the material was
developed, he found that his supply was defective. New Mexico's photographic
heritage for this important period might well have been about four hundred
images richer.
Historians today are more inclined to utilize evidence contained in photographs and to use them to illustrate their books. Coke has done a service to each
student of the Southwestern experience by calling attention to photographers
whose work may be of potential use for historical research. Generally, this
volume represents a commendable effort. One wonders, however, if the author's
treatment of recent contributions isn't too narrowly focused. Fully two-thirds of
the artists treated in his final chapter on "The 1960s and 1970s" are or were connected with the University of New Mexico's creative photography program,
either as faculty or students. Nevertheless, the pictures please the eye, and the
viewer is sure to enjoy perusing this collection of interesting and useful
photographs.
Rio Grande Historical Collections

AUSTIN HOOVER

FOOLS CROW. By Thomas E. Mails. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company,
1979. Pp. 278. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $12.95.
EVER SINCE THE publication of John Neihardt's Black Elk Speaks in 1932, authors
have often attempted to emulate the extremely popular and thoughtfullyprepared story of the Oglala holy man. In 1974, Frank Fools Crow made
arrangements to tell his life story to Thomas E. Mails. Born in 1890 on the Pine
Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, Fools Crow experienced an early life that
was rich and full. He emphasized that in the first years of the twentieth century
the Sioux people were slowly becoming independent of the government's care,
yet spiritual ceremonies continued to guide the religious lives of traditional Sioux
people. In telling the story, Fools Crow traces his personal development as a
Sioux healer, mystic, religious leader, and finally a reservation district leader.
In addition to these reservation positions, Fools Crow was chosen, through the
Sioux people, to be their Ceremonial Chief. In this capacity, he upheld tradition
and became a model for others to follow. Fools Crow criticized present and past
tribal leaders on Pine Ridge; he condemned Red Cloud for signing the Black Hills
sale in 1876 and for committing an act of murder against another Sioux.
Therefore, Red Cloud has lost favor among present-day traditionalists. Fools
Crow's statement about Red Cloud is the result of contemporary reservation
politics, for he is a supporter of Pine Ridge's Crazy Horse faction. Also, the
Ceremonial Chief claimed that the present tribal leadership on Pine Ridge has
moved away from the religion of the Lakota pipe. Commenting upon Indian
policy, Fools Crow blames lax liquor laws and their inadequate enforcement as
sources of jealousy and the loss of traditional values among today's Sioux.
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Because of this discontent with current reservation conditions, the Oglala traditionalist is not optimistic about the Sioux Nation's future.
Despite Mails's useful recording of Fools Crow's life, the book has defects.
There is an absence of quotation marks separating Fools Crow's comments from
. the author's narrative. In addition, either the author's carelessness or poor copy
editing mars the book with needless errors in dates and numbers. When constructing history from oral accounts, the writer must provide balance from written documents. But, as is evident from Mails's weak bibliography, he made no
attempt to research secondary sources. Without the historical framework, the
author was unable to draw adequate conclusions or develop valid interpretations.
Mails, who is also a visual artist, produced all of the illustrations for Fools
Crow. The visual material is well integrated into the text and often highlights the
written word.
The author provides a forum for Fools Crow to expound his position on reservation issues and history, such as demanding the return of the Black Hills to the
Sioux people and blaming the federal government for creating their dependency
upon welfare. A final positive note. If read with care, Fools Crow provides an insight into reservation life during the twentieth century, a neglected period of
historical writing.

University of South Dakota

RICHMOND L. CLOW

PIONEER CONSERVATIONISTS OF WESTERN AMERICA. By Peter Wild. Missoula,
Mont.: Mountain Press Publishing Co., 1979. Pp. xxv, 246. IIIus., bibliog., index $12.95.
PETER WILD, poet and creative writing professor at the University of Arizona,
has crafted rather pleasing sketches of fifteen persons who sought to conserve the
splendid natural and scenic resources of the West. Some of these sketches were
first published in High Country News, an environmental newspaper that reports
from Wyoming. They are now assembled together for general readers, who will
appreciate them as a sampling of a subject that both invites popular attention
and demands further scholarly inquiry. Some readers will be disappointed, however, by deceptive oversimplifications and lapses into polemics and presentism;
they may also challenge the publisher's claim that this is "a necessary text in
courses dealing with the environment and western history." (Douglas H. Strong's
The Conservationists (1971) remains the better choice for the classroom.) Nonetheless, those who are broadly concerned about the western environment will
find Wild's portraits to be handy introductions to the personalities and
psychologies behind contemporary issues.
The author covers an assortment of figures-government offiCials, quixotic
reformers, dedicated scientists, persuasive Iiterateurs, and eccentric Jeremiahs of
several breeds-some of whom are still active. They are, he admits in the preface,
not necessarily the most important conservationists, nor even "pioneers" in the
historical sense, but rather figures who "represent various aspects of a cause
larger than themselves" and who sustained a movement by "exceptional vision
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and strength." In fact, there is little to unite the selected individuals other than
the all-encompassing theme of love and defense of the great western outdoors.
The selections favor figures from the Southwest and those who advocated preservation rather than conservation, in the older sense of "wise use" of natural
resources.
The cast of characters includes John Wesley Powell, John Muir, Gifford Pinchot, Stephen Mather, Enos Mills, Mary Hunter Austin, Aldo Leopold, William
O. Douglas, Bernard De Voto, Olaus Murie, Joseph Wood Krutch, David
Brower, Garrett Hardin, Stewart Udall, and Edward Abbey. The latter, a
vituperative novelist characterized by Wild as "Part Zorro, Part Ezekiel," provides an introduction to this volume.
Wild struggles to be fair to those government officials whose job it is to protect and distribute the West's natural bounty. But his prejudice against economic
use of resources is transparent; a photo of "debris after a modern logging operation" is captioned apologetically. "Once the land lay pristine from ocean to
ocean." Gifford Pinchot and his Forest Service condoned the cutting of trees, to
be sure; that was inherent in forest management and was consistent with the
agency's utilitarian motto, "the greatest good of the greatest number." But, Wild
says, "His tree farming ideas may seem unimaginative and misguided today";
and "his principles," as later applied by the agency, "are anachronistic and environmentally destructive." Yet if Pinchot were alive today, Wild ventures, "he
would be in the forefront of those urging a holistic approach and belt-tightening
as antidotes for diminishing resources." Park Service Director Steve Mather is
cast as a borax millionaire whose "extraordinary accomplishments outweigh the
peccadillos," such as throwing open the national parks sixty-five years ago to
"America's plaything, the automobile." Leopold and Murie, among federal
resource managers, come closer to hero status, but the author is clearly uncomfortable about their associations with Uncle Sam. The mystics, nay-sayers,
and literary adventurers among Wild's "conservationists" generally emerge as
more enlightened, more gifted, closer to the "truth."
The book features some interesting photos, instructive bibliographies for each
chapter (though no footnotes), and an index that reminds me that, on page 53,
Sinclair Lewis is confused with Upton Sinclair. If there is sufficient interest to
justify a paperback edition, the author and publisher should correct this and
other minor factual errors.
Forest History Society

RONALDJ. FAHL

WE FED THEM CACTUS. By Fabiola Cabeza de Baca. Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1954; A Zia Book, 1979. Pp. x, 186. Illus., gloss., index.
$4.50.
THE TITLE REFERS TO the drought of 1918 when Fabiola's sixty year old father
was forced to feed cactus to his few remaining cattle. This incident marked the
end of the period of "abundant living on the Ceja and Llano," the period when it
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was in the hands of the "landed gentry, in whose veins ran the noble blood of
ancestors who left the mother country, Spain, for the New World." We Fed
Them Cactus is a nostalgic remembrance of local events that took place from
about 1870 to 1918 on the eastern plains of New Mexico and western plains of
Texas: "an endless territory of grass and desert plants, with nothing to break the
monotony except the horizon and the sky."
The book contains little history and no fully developed stories. Instead it
presents a number of undeveloped scenarios about roundups, fiestas, outlaws,
ciboleros who used lances to stab galloping buffaloes to death, and the Comanche Indians who we are told used to "stay behind to fight and hold the Tejanos
back" while the Hispanic cowboys escaped with their cattle. This last scene is
really too ingenious and suggests a fundamental problem with the book. Attempting to be regionalism, it is neither history nor fiction. It does not contain
hard historical facts that might allow a reader to understand the political and
historical evolution of the region. Nor does Fabiola attempt to reconstruct
precise characters or scenes that might allow us to appreciate the quality of life
in that region at that time. Instead we are given a series of secondhand anecdotes
which fail, both individually and collectively, to evoke the special character of
the region.
It seems that Fabiola was interested in creating a lyric impression of the Llano
somewhat like Hamlin Garland did for .the Midwest in his Boy Life on the
Prairie. For example, note the tone in this representative piece coming near the
end of a chapter on "Chapels on the Llano": "The Hispano has almost vanished
from the land and most of the chapels are nonexistent, but the names of hills,
rivers, arroyos, canyons and defunct plazas linger as monuments to a people who
pioneered into the land of the buffalo and the Comanche." Or this piece: "The
railroad came through Las Vegas in 1879, and the Santa Fe trail, with its
caravans of ox wagons, passed into history. The plains Indians were on reservations and life became tame for the New Mexicans who had traveled over the
trail." Such generalizations are not poignant because we have not seen the ox
carts, the railroads, nor identified with any displaced Indians or Hispanics.
The value of We Fed Them Cactus depends on the audience. Those hoping for
a strong work of regional history or fiction will be disappointed. Those looking
for a light and easy-to-read introduction to the Llano of nearly a hundred years
ago will enjoy the work.

New Mexico Tech

JOHN ROTHFORK

ZUNI: SELECTED WRITINGS OF FRANK HAMILTON CUSHING. Edited by Jesse Green.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979. Pp. vi, 440. Illus., sources,
bibliog. $15.95.
FROM THE TIME OF FRANK HAMILTON CUSHING'S arrival in the Southwest, he was
a controversial figure. As a delicate youth living in central New York, his chief
interest had been to fit himself into the life' patterns of Indians formerly living
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near his home. This adjustment included his successful attempt to reproduce the
implements he found, a technique now recognized as the best possible to gain
understanding of native workmanship. As a young man he found employment
with the Smithsonian Institution where one magic day in 1897 his superior
called him in, asked if it were true that he had dreamed of working in the
pueblos, and ordered him to be ready in two weeks to join Col. James Stevenson's
expedition to collect information and artifacts in Zuni.
He would remain in that pueblo for an unexpected four and a half years. The
country and the Indians delighted him, and he set out to make friends. From the
first he studied the Zuni language, and when the Stevenson party left, Cushing
found himself taken into the family of the old governor. They removed his hammock and substituted a Zuni couch of sheepskins. They hid his clothing and
brought him buckskin pants and moccasins, and they exchanged his
"mousehead-shaped hat" for a black silk headband. He learned to dip his fingers
into the common bowl at mealtimes. With the simple aid of his "family," he was
developing what we now refer to as the "participant-observer technique" in
which the observer enhances his possibilities of understanding accurately the
people he studies by participating personally in their activities. Proof of
astonishing success in becoming almost one with his chosen people is seen in his
being made chief councillor of the tribe and finally chief priest of the Bow,
Zuni's topmost leader. It was his misfortune that in untiring efforts to protect his
adopted people from recurrent incursions of Apaches, Mexicans, and Anglos he
aroused the ire of powerful senator John A. Logan whose son-in-law and another
man were forestalled by Cushing from a land grab of territory belonging to the
Zuni since prehistoric times. Fearing threatened political reprisals, the Smithsonian recalled their emissary, presumably to publish extensively on his data. But
what came from his pen, though invaluable, was less than had been hoped. As all
anthropologists know, field work is easier than pushing a pen or pounding a
typewriter.
While writing on Zuni Bread Stuff, the account which gives us the picture of
Pueblo home life and economy before the advent of the railroad began the
disruption and substitutions we know as acculturation, Cushing's health gave
way. When a wealthy Bostonian arranged an expedition, he returned to the
Southwest to direct excavation of some large Hohokam sites in the Salt River
Valley near Phoenix. Recurrence of his illness truncated this work. In
Washington he again turned to his collections, a lengthy study of Zuni creation
myths, a paper on the influence of "hand usage" on culture growth, another on
the evolution and cultural role of arrows, and still another on copper working.
There also was one on pottery and its design. When these tasks were terminated
by another illness, he accepted privately financed arrangements to study littleknown Indian sites on shell mounds in the Florida keys. This was culminated in
his death by choking on a fishbone at the age of forty-three.
Jesse Green has done anthropologists and persons interested in literary work on
the Southwest a real favor in providing a lively and realistic "Introduction" to
this compilation of Cushing's best material, including notes made when three of
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his Zuni friends went to Massachusetts to visit in 1886 and some excerpts from
his lectures and letters. Cushing may have been temporarily out of style with
some anthropologists, but it is to such items as his descriptions and drawings of
Zuni's old waffle gardens that we refer when studying stone-outlined and gravelmulched plots as far distant as the Chama Valley. And where, except in the notes
of the friend still remembered by the Zuni as "Cushy" will one find such data as
how many mouthfuls one should take from the communal stew bowl before passing the pottery spoon on to his dining partners?

Santa Fe, New Mexico

FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS

CROSSROAD OF EMPIRE: THE CHURCH AND STATE ON THE RIO GRANDE FRONTIER
OF COAHUILA AND TEXAS, 1700-1821. By Felix D. Almaraz, J r. San Antonio:
University of Texas Center for Anthropological Research, 1979. Pp. v, 71.
Illus., notes, bibliog. n.p.
CROSSROAD OF EMPIRE is the first in a series of data-oriented reports to be
published on the Spanish missions at Guerrero, Coahuila, by the Center for Archaeological Research of the University of Texas at San Antonio. Subsequent
publications, two of which are now in press, will inventory the missions of San
Juan Bautista and San Bernardo as of the year 1772 and address ethnohistoric
data on Indian groups associated with the missions.
The volume under review comprises a historical survey of the Guerrero region
from the founding of the mission San Bautista (1700) to the independence of Mexico (1821), and a secondary account of the presidio San Juan Bautista del Rio
Grande-viewed correctly as a necessary and complementary component of missionary expansion. It is perhaps inevitable that a work of unusual brevity (there
are only forty-seven pages of narrative) combined with a factual format results in
a text that is often episodic, superficial, and disjointed. Paragraph-length treatment of topics such as the patronato real, the history of the Franciscan order,
and Bourbon reforms cannot be expected to lend new insights into the frontier
history of New Spain. However, statistical data for the years 1706, 1727, and
1738 on native population, agricultural and livestock production, equipment
and tools associated with the missions do provide interesting comparisons over
some three decades.

North Texas State University

DONALD CHIPMAN

THE SURVIVAL OF SPANISH AMERICAN VILLAGES. By Paul Kutsche. Colorado
Springs: The Colorado College, 1979. Pp. v, 124. Notes, bibliog. n.p.
THIS SLIM VOLUME contains eight papers delivered at a 1977 symposium of the
Western Social Science Association. Each paper examines aspects of Hispanic
village culture in northern New Mexico and southern Colorado from the perspectives of social anthropology and historical archeology. As the editor makes clear
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in the Introduction, the overriding intent is to examine the dynamics of community life and to demonstrate that Hispanic villages, far from being "stagnant
captives of tradition," are, in fact, creative and highly adaptive entities.
The orientation is plainly theoretical and in this lies the monograph's chief
merit. Past research on Hispanic social institutions in the Southwest is exceedingly thin, especially interpretive studies that attempt to explain the character of
community life in terms that have been found to apply elsewhere in the world.
With luck, the present work will encourage others to look seriously at the flexibility and endurance in surviving village societies.
The papers attempt to offer a few tentative conclusions, but mainly their aim is
to formulate questions that future investigation should endeavor to answer. John
R. Van Ness, for example, in examining the nature of corporate village organization, suggests northern New Mexico communities viewed from a distance appear
"nearly identical to the Castilian models." But he adds, judiciously, that closer
scrutiny of a wide sampling of villages will doubtless disclose many specific
variations.
Certain historical points raised by the authors are open to debate-David
Snow's contention, to cite one instance-that the large estate, or hacienda, did
not dominate rural life in seventeenth century New Mexico. But since in any area
of history conflicting data exists, the best approach is one taken in this volumeboldly raise the issues in the hope that by stimulating discussion the sticking
points will eventually be thrashed out.
Cerrillos, New Mexico

MARC SIMMONS

